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About This Game

Have you played enough serious games?
Do you want to relax and have some fun with your friends?

Well, maybe you can laugh on your own, it is only your decision.

"Akuya" is not a normal game.
It's actually weird to call it a game.

IT'S NOT A GAME!

Are you here to buy a "NO-GAME"?
If you are, then go on!

Try it!

Be the person who tries desperatly to survive on an island in the middle of the ocean.
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Is it possible to survive?
Of course not!

After all we want to be realistic!

Have fun!
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Title: Akuya
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Indie Dynamics
Publisher:
Indie Dynamics
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 or higher; ATI Radeon HD 4890 or higher
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I'm pretty sure this game used to be $3 right when it came out, but either way, $3 or $5 it's totally worth it.

Akane is an arcade style fight for survival against endless waves of yakuza. There are swarms of basic guys that can kill you in
one hit and vice versa. There are also a few special types of guys that will throw a wrench in your plans of running trains.

The game itself is easy to learn but hard to master. You might get cocky and think you can just destroy everyone, but it's a quick
reminder when you die since you get one shot by literally everything. You've gotta be perfect. One of the main drives that will
keep you playing the game are the challenges that unlock new equipment. In my opinion, some of the earlier equipment is
actually better, but it is still fun to unlock and try new, interesting items. The challenges to unlock them are kinda difficult, but
still fun. You still get to play the game like it was designed, and when you are doing well, chances are you will get a challenge or
two.

Lastly, Akane is pure ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ. If you're a fan of that neon, underground, dystopian style, Akane is perfect for you. The art
style is great, but arguably even greater is the soundtrack. Actually, when Akane was very new, it only had one song that played
on repeat over and over again. It was obviously repetitive, but also felt kinda old-school. Like the normal Mario theme playing
over and over again. It's repetitive, but it fits the ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ so it's fine. Now they've patched in several new songs and they all
have a great underground cyberpunk feel.

Even at $5, I'd say Akane is one of the best $5 dollar games I've ever bought. It's hype af to play, and the art and music are
great. For a $5 game, 10/10 would definitely recommend.. Godzilla's a fun car and very accessible. The tracks are just reskins
of other tracks so I'd say only guy this oen if its half off and you want the well-loved Nissan. I'll reccomend it but only for its
sale price.. Okay it starts decently, clicks new game, ultimate lag in video and sound causeing game to crash. My computer my
be a little outdated but i get little to no lag on eso and bdo(unless im in a city, then its a disaster of lag). Even with oblivion and
skyrim(unless you download mods) their is a lacking of lag. Though Theif does give lag later on in the game, at least i can play
it.. I wanted to like the game. Love the story, graphic is good. However, somehow the game does not support WMR. It show 2
image in 2 eyes, instead of a 3D object. I have to play the first part closing 1 eye. It make the motion worse. I got serious
Motion sickness after playing the game. Did refund (hence thump down). However I follow and keep the game on my wish list,
if the 2nd version of the game supports WMR better, I will defintely buy.. Dead but it was awesome. Frictional Games, watch
out.. ok this is a funny game but if you want people to buy the DLC you would have to add more levels so players would get an
experience of playing instead of doing 1 level and finishing. the achievements are glitched so you should fix that. good game
thanks.. I don't know who the targeted audience of this game is but my guess is teenage furries? The game isn't easy enough for
little kids but it's not that difficult either. This is the type of game I would've played during recess back in middle school but
then again I wouldn't have because you play as a cat fighting rats and ravens?

It's like a platformer for 10-18 year olds but with grapicsdesign for 4-10 year olds.

. I bought this on a whim and Im glad I did. It's really fun to play around in but also quite powerful. The animation is really nice
and streamlined. The pixel painting is very versatile and pretty intuative. I do wish there was better tutorials. The Marmoset
website has some tutorials but I feel like this program has so much more depth, and I wish I knew how to unlock it. Still
awesome though.
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Fun game totally worth it.. One of the best RTS games I've ever played.. good game not valve ez. Wow what a simple fun game.
I find myself playing a few rounds every few days. It's also a great warmup for your mousehand before extensive use.. I was
pretty hyped to see the class 37 engine , one of my favourites, coming to TSW so soon after the Western class DLC. Really
nicely done ,scenery is spot on. The textures are coming on in leaps and bounds, the buildings are looking nicer, ai traffic on the
roads. Another excellent DLC. A big thumbs up!. 19 pounds for this? highly unrecommend this game, horrid gameplay, and
graphics Though, graphics are good for the time. .. would buy for a 2£ Nuff said.. Extremely overpriced. This is a great
replication of an old british route!
The sounds on the new rolling stock included, which is new to TSW (everything but the 101) are great and very realistic
compared to other DTG releases. The great physics also make this route pretty challenging which is a great thing. the rolling
stock is also as usual with TSW graphicly amazing. The only bad thing with the external looks that I could find was that the nose
on the class 37 looks a bit off.

The scenery is descent in some places, but I think there is too many weird empty fields alongside the Tracks. The stations is very
well modelled in my opinion it looks. It is also good to see traffic still included as we saw in the last route dlc with buses also
appearing on the road, but it feels like very little variety especially when there is like four buses all looking the exact same, on
the same stretch of road. I must say something else I really like is the different smoke effects coming out of the chimnies.

The highlights areas on the route are the Redcar steel mines which is beautifully modelled aswell as the Tees yard which offers a
huge shunting abilty with a class 08 which I think turned out great. However, I think they should have added alot more than the
four shunting services there are now.

all in all I think this was a good addition to TSW with a good amount of rolling stock with good quality, but quite a short route,
the part you get however is very detailed so it kind of ways up. If you like British freight I highly recommend this. If you are
more interested in passenger operation, Northern Trans-Pennine is pretty similar to this and is all passenger(for now) so I would
recommend that instead.. I just about painted my ♥♥♥♥ing walls white as I was playing this.
Great game but beware of the massive chubbie you'll endure while playing,

6/9. Great for groups of up to four! Or alone. If you have no friends. Like me.. Don't waste money on this game. Buy something
else.
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